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15 PC. 3/4" DRIVE 12 POINT METRIC SOCKET SET

ST09015SJ

FEATURES

Ratchet with quick release design allows rapid socket removal
Sockets with double hex (12pt) fastener end design
Socket off-corner loading design reduces fastener rounding
Large markings offer easy size identification
Heat treated for long lasting durability
Universal joint for better access to hard-to reach fasteners
Sliding T-handle provides more leverage to break free stubborn fasteners
Extensions for better reach to more fasteners
Bright, full polish chrome finish easily wipes clean and resists corrosion
Packed in reinforced metal box

SATA makes mechanic’s tool sets for the best doers in the world. For men and women, tradespeople who want 
a full tool set with professional performance features. The uses for these master tool kits extend beyond the 
auto shop, with universal basic sets for the homeowner or DIY weekend warrior. Small sets are perfect for
travelling, with hard storage cases and portable designs. For the true professional, we have full box sets 
containing a complete assortment of wrenches, sockets, pliers, screwdrivers, hex keys and more. These sets 
cover popular SAE and metric sizes, with the strength to get the job done and durability to not budge an inch.
Miniature sets fit in your car or home, while a full universal set sets you up to do your best work on the job. 
Let your work do the talking, with SATA mechanic’s tool sets.

SPECIFICATIONS

Size : 3/4 in
SAE/Metric/Torx : Metric
Set Piece Count : 15
Material : Chrome-Vanadium (Cr-V)
Fastener Size : 3/4


